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A: Match these pictures with their correct sentences. 1 

 

              
 (A) (B) (C) (D) 

 1. It’s our duty to take care of old people…   ………….. 

 2. Suddenly, he burst into tears.  ………….. 

 3. My uncle suffers from hearing problems.  ………….. 

 4. She tries to help animals.  ………….. 

B: The odd word out. 1 

 5. a.spelling b.adverb c.preposition d.adjective 

 6.a.reply b.question c.bring d.answer 

C: Fill in the blanks with your own words. 2 

 7. Necessary is a synonym for………………… 

 8. I want to buy a new ………………..bed. This old one hurts me and I can’t sleep well. 

 9. What factors do you …………….when you want to buy a new car? 

 10. The list of entries in this dictionary has been arranged …………………to the final 

 letters of the words. 

D: Complete the following sentences with the words given.((There’s an extra word.)) 1 

{function-bring up – responsibility – combination-able to} 

 11. This tower is a ………of old and modern styles. 

 12. One of the valuable life skills is being ………….communicate. 

 13. Exercising regularly improves heart and lungs…………….. 

 14. Parents should …..................their children with a set of morals, values and 

 principles in their lives. 

E: Match these definitions with their related word 1 

15. To suddenly decide to do something…………… a. symbol 

16. To stop being angry with someone…………. b. burst into 

17. Something that stands for something else……………… c. deserve 

18. To be worthy………….  d. jump into 

    e. donate 

    f. forgive 
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F: Match the word in A with the suitable one in B to make a meaningful phrase.  1 

((one extra)) 

 19. take…………(   )   a. your English class 

 20.origin………..(   )   b.dictionary easily 

 21. attend……….(   )   c. your umbrella 

 22. his attempt………(   )  d. ended in failure 

    e. of the word 

G: write the correct spelling for each picture. 2 

                                  
 23.   ………….. 24.    ………….. 25.   ………….. 26.   …………..  

 

H: choose the correct choice. 2 

 27. I (have not been invited-was not inviting) to any parties since Aban. 

 28. Ali couldn’t solve the math problem (but-so) he asked his teacher. 

 29. She’s won the game, (isn’t she- hasn’t she)? 

 30. The woman (whom- who) the teacher talked to was your mother. 

I: Choose the best answer. 1 

 31. The same word may have several different……………… 

 a. levels b.meanings c.actions d.abbreviations 

  32.My daughter finally………………her goal of becoming a university professor. 

 a. contained b. compiled c.combined d.achieved 

 33. The speaker …………… and then kept on talking again. 

 a. recorded b.replied c.paused d.heard 

 34. I would…………… that you see your dentist immediately. 

 a.suggest b.appreciate c.remember d.introduce 

J: Change into passive. 1 

 35. Our boss didn’t inform us about the payment conditions. 

 Passive: 

K: Change these sentences into an adjective clause. 1 

I saw the tall girl. She stole your briefcase. 

 36. 

L: Change into question form. 1 

 My brother has spoken English fluently for many years. 

37. How 

M: Choose the correct choice. 2 

38. The present ……………….to her by her friends recently. 

 a. gave b. has been given c. has given d. have been given 
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39. Teenagers ………………….the elder members of the family. 

 a.are respected b. respecting c.respect d.have respected 

40.Nobody remembered to book the tickets 

 a. didn't he b. did he c. didn't they d. did they 

41. You can’t meet your language needs without…………a suitable dictionary. 

 a.to choose b.chosen c.choose d.choosing  

N: Put these words in correct order. 1 

42. younger- studied- but- didn’t- a lot- pass- he- the exam- my- brother. 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

O: Complete the following passage with the correct choices. 3 

 As people get older they change physically and mentally.They become 

dependent on others to help them with their daily ………43……….. . In a number of 

cases, the elderly need someone to look after them. Some elders ……44………. in 

nursing homes and long-term care facilities while others are look after at home by 

their children or ………45……… . Looking after an elderly person at home is not an easy 

job. People who look after the elderly at home often have other………46……….. too. 

They need to take care of themselves too. 

43.  a. activities b.failures c.results d.exercises 

44.  a. look after b.looks after c.are looked after d. be looked after 

45. a. babies b. relatives c. grand parents d. temperatures 

46.  a. pressures b. teenagers c. homelands d. responsibilities 

P: Read the passage and answer as wanted. 3 

Reading Comprehension: 

 Maryam Mirzakhani, only woman to win Field Medal born in Tehran, Maryam 

Mirzakhani achieved the gold medal level in the International Mathematic Olympiad 

in 1994. As a child, she loved to become a writer; but she eventually discovered a 

passion for mathematics. After graduating from Sharif University of Technology, she 

went to the U.S to get a Ph.D. at Harvard University and later become a professor at 

Stanford University. She won the field Medal award, the highest mathematical 

award, in 2014 for her accomplishments in her work on Riemann surface, a complex 

mathematical subject. She was the first woman to win such an award. Mirzakhani 

was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2013. In 2016 , the cancer spread to her bones 

and liver, and she died in 2017 at the age of 40 in California. Sharif University 

renamed its faculty of mathematics to “Mirzakhani”. 

47. Which university Mirzakhani did choose for studying Ph.D.? 

48. What was the cause of Mirzakhani’s death? 

49. Maryam was the first female to win the fields Medal. 

 True…….  False…..... 

50.From childhood Maryam loved math. 

 True……. False……… 

    Good Luck 

    Farhang Honorable high School 


